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New Physics : Where to look?

• Non-zero neutrino masses, dark matter; but no concrete 
information about nature and scale of new physics… 

• Inflationary energy scale can be very high 

• Can we probe particle physics, especially gauge theories 
leveraging this scale?
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Non-Gaussianity : A measure of interactions

• Need to know how inflationary dynamics couple to gauge 
theory. 

• Dimensionless measure of non-gaussianity (NG):
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Interaction with other fields

• Cosmological production of particles with masses H. 

• Cosmological collider :
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Interaction with other fields

• Cosmological production of particles with masses H. 

• Cosmological collider : 

• Non-analytic scaling : Mass 

• Angular dependence : Spin
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Spinning Particles

• Higher spin particles can arise from string theory, but 
here restrict to point particle EFT : expect only nonzero 
spins in the form of gauge bosons. 

• Evidence for a gauge theory needs a detection of spin-1 
induced NG.  

• We couple gauge theory to inflationary dynamics within 
effective field theoretic description and calculate the 
gauge theory induced non-gaussianity (NG).
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(partially) Higgsed Gauge Theory

• Neutral Higgs-type and Z-type particles can contribute at 
tree level.
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(partially) Higgsed Gauge Theory

• Neutral Higgs-type and Z-type particles can contribute at 
tree level. 

• Simply have a “fixed” tachyonic mass term:
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(partially) Higgsed Gauge Theory

• Neutral Higgs-type and Z-type particles can contribute at 
tree level. 

• Simply have a “fixed” tachyonic mass term: 

• Grand Unified Theories can be examples
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Alternately, couple to curvature

• Non-minimal coupling to gravity naturally gives, 

• Plausible to have
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Alternately, couple to curvature

• Non-minimal coupling to gravity naturally gives, 

• Plausible to have 

• A time dependent “weak scale”: is of the order H during 
inflation but can come down             in the present era. 

• “Heavy-lifting” of a low energy gauge theory.
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Heavy-lifting of the Standard Model (SM)  
(+ Dark Sectors)

• Using SM RG running we can run up the ratio      to scale 
H (say known by Tensor modes measurement) 

• Suppose via NG we see one spin-0 and one spin-1 
resonance, and we also measure
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Heavy-lifting of the Standard Model (SM)  
(+ Dark Sectors)

• Using SM RG running we can run up the ratio      to scale 
H (say known by Tensor modes measurement) 

• Suppose via NG we see one spin-0 and one spin-1 
resonance, and we also measure 

• If the two ratios match it would be a test of un-
naturalness! 

• If additional dark (gauge) sectors are present, we can 
have more than one measurable ratio and hence greater 
confidence on heavy-lifting in action.
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Where do we stand?

• Current bound roughly :                                  very weak! 

• Number of modes matter :  
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NG due to Higgs

• Inflaton shift symmetry : leading inflaton-Higgs coupling 

• Boltzmann suppression 

• Cutoff of EFT : 
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NG due to Z

• Coupling is strongly constrained by gauge invariance, 
spin-1 nature of Z and the fact that 
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NG due to Z

• Coupling is strongly constrained by gauge invariance, 
spin-1 nature of Z and the fact that  

• However, one can take a more agnostic view about what 
dynamics gives rise to inflationary background, and focus 
entirely on the fluctuation modes about it. 

• Can be done consistently using effective field theory 
formalism : similar in spirit to chiral lagrangian
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NG due to Higgs

• Within EFT of Inflation framework :  

• Observable by EUCLID, LSST
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NG due to Z

• Single exchange diagram yields a weak but observable 
NG 

• Diagram with two Z exchanges is parametrically 
enhanced by a factor of           for  
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Conclusions

• Discovering any form of NG would be very interesting. 

• We have studied coupling between gauge theory and inflationary 
dynamics. 

• Higgs and Z type bosons coming out of (partially) Higgsed gauge 
theories can leave observable signatures in future LSS and 21-cm 
experiments. 

• It is possible that such signatures: (a) might corroborate specific GUT 
theories, or (b) in presence of the “Heavy-Lifting” mechanism we can 
test whether low energy gauge-Higgs theories can be extrapolated 
up to high scale, possibly testing the Naturalness principle.
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Back up - NG from Hubble scale particles

• Squeezed limit is just the “OPE” limit on the late time 
slice, and the diagram simplifies: 

• We now get a “2 point” function which is constrained by 
late time conformal symmetry:
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Back up - Minimal NG

• For pure inflationary dynamics, 

• This is too small for both CMB and LSS, but promising 
with 21-cm experiments.  

• Moving beyond minimal field content one can have, 
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Back up -  Backgrounds

• In the post-hot big bang era modes can develop non-
primordial NG, for example, due to non-linearity of gravity 

• But they can be modeled using standard cosmology, can 
only be cosmic variance limited (?) 

• But there are primordial ``backgrounds'' from pure 
inflationary dynamics which however carry no angular or 
non-analytic momentum dependence. 

• Multi-field inflation models can have angular dependence, 
but no non-analyticity.
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